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Abstract  

The existence of large instantaneous local magnetic moments in paramagnetic phases is a direct 

signature of Mott localization. In order to track the doping evolution of fluctuating local 

moments in iron-based superconductors, we jointly use two fast probes, x-ray emission and 

absorption spectroscopy. Exploring K- and Cr- hole-doped BaFe2As2 we find a systematic 

increase in the local moment with hole-doping, in contrast with inelastic neutron scattering 

measurements which suggest an opposite trend. Our results support the theoretical scenario in 

which a Mott insulating state that would be realized for half-filled conduction bands has an 

influence throughout the phase diagram of these iron pnictides. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The role of electron-electron correlations in the iron-based superconductors remains 

elusive, with seemingly contradictory evidences suggesting either a weakly-correlated or a 

strongly-correlated picture for the conduction electrons in orbitals which have Fe-3d character.  

A scenario has recently been proposed, where the dichotomy is resolved and the low energy 

physics is described in terms of a coexistence of strongly and weakly correlated electrons [1]. 

Such a picture provides a framework to understand a wealth of experiments on quasiparticle 

mass enhancements (specific heat, low-frequency optical conductivity, angle-resolved 

photoemission spectroscopy, quantum oscillations etc.) in electron- and hole-doped BaFe2As2 

 [1–3]. A central aspect of the proposal is that the degree of correlation is controlled by the 

distance in doping from a Mott-insulating state favoured by Hund’s coupling that would be 

realized if the system could be doped until the d5 configuration (half-filling of the five Fe-3d 

conduction bands). The influence of this putative Mott insulator extends in the actual range of 

doping in which these materials exist, from d5.5 (for hole-doped compounds, like KFe2As2) to d6 

(for the stoichiometric parent compound BaFe2As2) and beyond (for electron-doped compounds). 

Indeed in doped BaFe2As2 the quasiparticle masses increase continuously from the electron-

doped to the hole-doped side of the phase diagram, and in the same process, a strong 

differentiation between the effective masses in different orbitals develops  [4].  

If this scenario is correct, the electronic correlations associated with the proximity to the 

Mott insulator should also lead to large local moments in the paramagnetic phase above any 

magnetic or superconducting ordering. The Hund’s coupling-driven Mott insulator with 5 

electrons in 5 orbitals would be in the high-spin state (S = 5/2)  [5,6] and the neighbouring 

metallic phase is also expected to be dominated by high-spin configurations. Therefore, starting 

from the d6 parent compound, one would expect a build-up of the magnetic moment with hole-

doping towards this saturated value. An experimental confirmation of this high-energy 

counterpart of the aforementioned quasiparticle behaviour would highlight the role of Mott 

physics in these materials. A direct proof of this scenario requires a fast local probe in order to 

capture rapidly fluctuating moments in a paramagnetic metal. We thus use here Kβ core-to-core 

(CTC) x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES), which has been proven to be a powerful bulk-

sensitive probe of the moment in transition-metal compounds [7,8]. The local moment sensitivity 

of the Kβ CTC emission lines (3p → 1s) originates from the large overlap between the 3p and 3d 



orbitals. This gives the possibility to study locally the moment with a time scale of the order of 

femtoseconds [9] even in states without long-range magnetic order. Therefore it is the ideal tool 

to verify or disprove the predictions of the Mott-Hund scenario [1,5,10]. Complementary 

information is encoded in the unoccupied density of states around Fe which we have measured 

by means of K edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). 

At room temperature, the parent compound BaFe2As2 crystallizes in a tetragonal structure 

consisting of (FeAs)- iron arsenide layers separated by Ba2+ ions. We have studied two different 

families of hole-doped BaFe2As2 compounds: Ba1-xKxFe2As2 (out-of-plane doping) and Ba(Fe1-

xCrx)2As2 (in-plane doping). In Ba1-xKxFe2As2, partial substitution of Ba2+ with K+ introduces 

holes in the (FeAs)- layers and superconductivity emerges [11–13]. In contrast, the Ba(Fe1-

xCrx)2As2 compounds, where Cr replaces iron atoms in the planes, are not superconducting 

 [14,15]. K+ injects one electron less than Ba2+ (the number of doped holes/Fe scales with xK/2) 

while Cr2+ (3d4) has two 3d electrons less than Fe2+ (3d6) (the number of doped holes/Fe scales 

with 2xCr). All samples were single crystals with the [001] direction as the surface normal, grown 

by the self-flux technique as detailed elsewhere [14,16,17]. Two sets of Ba1-xKxFe2As2 were 

measured covering the K-doping range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (set 1 [16] with x = 0, 0.18, 0.6, 0.85, 1; and set 

2 [17] with x = 0.08, 0.16, 0.25, 0.37) and one set of  Ba(Fe1-xCrx)2As2 with x = 0.026, 0.07, 

0.12, 0.2, 0.3, 0.47. We also measured a single crystal of FeCrAs where Fe is non-magnetic [18–

20].  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The experiment was conducted at beamline ID26 of the European Synchrotron Radiation 

Facility (ESRF). Non-resonant Fe Kβ XES measurements were recorded at incident energy 7200 

eV. High-energy resolution fluorescence-detected x-ray absorption near edge structure (HERFD-

XANES) spectra were obtained by setting the emission energy to the maximum of the Kβ1,3 line 

while scanning the incoming energy through the absorption edge. The resulting spectrum is an 

approximation to the 1s photoabsorption cross section with sharper spectral features than in 

standard XAS  [7,8]. Additional experimental details can be found in the appendix. All the 

measurements were performed at room temperature.  

 

 



III. RESULTS 

Fe Kβ CTC XES spectra were measured as a function of doping in Ba1-xKxFe2As2 (0 ≤ x 

≤ 1) and Ba(Fe1-xCrx)2As2 (0.026 ≤ x ≤ 0.47). Figure 1(a) shows the Fe Kβ CTC XES spectra for 

undoped BaFe2As2, the highest K- and Cr-content samples as representative examples, and the 

FeCrAs compound. As illustrated in Figure 1(a), the CTC Kβ emission lines arise from a 3p → 

1s decay after photoionization and, in the presence of a net 3d shell spin (S), two different groups 

of final states Kβ1,3 and Kβ’ are possible with opposite 3p core-hole spins and separated in 

energy by ΔE (within an LS-coupling scheme  [9]). The spectral features are thus dominated by 

the 3p-3d exchange interaction and appear separated into the strong Kβ1,3 peak and a broad Kβ’ 

shoulder at lower emitted energy. Compared to FeCrAs, where a non-magnetic Fe is also in 

tetrahedral coordination with As  [18–20], the spectra of BaFe2As2, KFe2As2 and 

Ba(Fe0.53Cr0.47)2As2 show the Kβ1,3 peak shifted to higher energies and a more intense Kβ’ 

shoulder. This indicates that in the latter compounds the Fe atoms carry a higher net spin 

magnetic moment. In insulators a small intensity of the Kβ’ feature is taken as an indication of a 

low-spin state and this spectral signature has been widely used to identify transitions from high- 

to low-spin as a function of pressure  [21], temperature  [22] or composition  [23]. For metallic 

systems it has been observed that the Kβ’ feature is very broad  [24]. The splitting between the 

Kβ1,3 and Kβ’ is approximately given by ΔE = J(2S + 1)  [25] where J is the exchange integral 

between the electrons in the 3p and 3d shells. It becomes visible in the difference spectra of 

Figure 1(a) and is about 10-15 eV in our compounds, which is compatible with a large 3d 

magnetic moment. The main change in the spectra upon doping is a shift of the Kβ1,3 maximum 

to higher energies.  

In order to quantify the evolution of the Fe local moment as a function of hole-doping 

from the CTC Kβ XES, we have applied the data reduction technique known as integrated 

absolute difference (IAD)  [26]. This method allows obtaining the relative change in the local 

spin magnetic moment by integrating the absolute value of the difference between the spectrum 

of the sample and a reference spectrum. We chose BaFe2As2 as the reference and our IAD values 

thus represent the change in the local spin moment between each doped sample and the undoped 

compound. In Figure 1(a) are shown as example the difference spectra for the highest K- and Cr-

content samples respectively and in Figure 1(b) the IAD values are plotted as a function of doped 

holes/Fe. In both cases a clear increase of the IAD value with hole-doping is observed, although 



the amplitude of the enhancement is somewhat smaller for the K-doped samples. If the FeCrAs 

spectrum is used as reference for the IAD analysis as done in  [27,28], the lineshape of the 

difference spectra for both the K- and Cr-doped compounds has the typical shape as reported 

in [27–31] showing a broad feature in the energy position of the Kβ’ satellite and the downward-

upward feature around the Kβ1,3 peak. Interestingly, when using the parent compound BaFe2As2 

as the reference instead, more structure is revealed. The K-doped compounds show a different 

modulation with an extra upward peak at the low energy side of the Kβ1,3 maximum (about 7054 

eV) while the Cr-doped compounds still follow the typical shape (see Fig. 1(a)). This may 

suggest a different mechanism for the increase in local moment possibly related to the in-plane 

(Cr2+) and out-of-plane (K+) doping (see also discussion of the HERFD-XANES data). However, 

at this point a detailed theoretical explanation for this observation eludes us. 

Figure 2 shows the experimental HERFD-XANES spectra for the Ba1-xKxFe2As2 and 

Ba(Fe1-xCrx)2As2 series. The spectrum of BaFe2As2 shows six distinct features denoted as A, B, 

C, D, E and F in the figure that are in agreement with previously reported conventional XANES 

spectra for the same compound  [32,33]. All these features exhibit significant changes in the K-

doped samples while upon Cr-doping the only significant variation is an intensity decrease in the 

A peak. The A peak intensity as a function of doped holes/Fe is shown in the inset of Figure 2. 

This feature just below the main rising edge occurs in the energy range of Fe 1s to 3d transitions. 

If inversion symmetry is absent as it is the case in the FeAs4 tetrahedra, the metal 3d and 4p 

orbitals can mix resulting in strong 1s → 4p dipolar transitions that dominate over the 

quadrupolar contribution at the same energy. The metal 4p-3d orbital mixing results in a large 

dipole contribution that originates from transitions to unoccupied metal d – ligand p hybrid 

bands [34]. Accordingly, previous works on related Fe based superconductors ascribed the A 

peak to the Fe-ligand orbital mixing  [28–31,35,36]. In the appendix we include calculations of 

the HERFD-XANES spectra that nicely reproduce the experimental behaviour upon K- and Cr-

doping. Our results suggest a significant enhancement of the Fe 3d – As 4p orbital mixing with 

K-doping and a modest decrease with Cr-doping. We investigated whether the behaviour of the 

A peak is correlated with the changes in the in-plane lattice parameter a of the tetragonal 

structure. In the inset of Figure 2 (right axis) we present the variation of the lattice parameter as a 

function of doped holes/Fe. The values for a were taken from diffraction experimental 

results [12,14]. Ba2+ substitution by K+ out-of-plane induces shrinkage of the in-plane lattice 



parameter along with a shortening of the Fe-As and Fe-Fe interatomic distances, whereas Fe2+ 

replacement by Cr2+ barely induces any structural change in the Fe-As plane. Clearly, the A peak 

intensity evolution is strongly correlated with the changes in the lattice parameter. In Ba1-

xKxFe2As2, as a result of the shrinkage of the lattice parameter and with that of the interatomic 

distances, the Fe 3d – As 4p orbital mixing increases as reflected in the rise of the A peak 

intensity. Compared to K-doping, Cr-doping hardly affects the lattice parameter except for a 

subtle increment that can account for a small decrease of the orbital mixing and in turn of the A 

peak intensity. We include in the appendix the Fe Kβ valence-to-core (VTC) XES measurements 

that also indicate changes in the occupied density of states correlated with the evolution of the 

lattice parameter and the variations in covalency.  

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A finite IAD value is generally attributed to a change in the 3p – 3d exchange interaction 

as it reflects a modification of the Kβ’-Kβ1,3 splitting ΔE. We recall that ΔE depends on the 3p – 

3d exchange integral J and the valence shell spin S [25]. Stronger metal-ligand covalency may be 

interpreted in terms of a larger radial distribution of the effective (Wannier) metal d-orbitals used 

in the description of the electron density, implying a decrease of J. The influence of the metal – 

ligand covalency on the Kβ CTC spectra has been reported earlier in different works  [7,37,38]. 

While J can be assumed to vary very little with Cr-doping, it decreases along the Ba1-xKxFe2As2 

series with increasing K-content as a result of the spread of the Wannier orbitals of Fe 3d 

character. Thus, the changes in the Kβ emission due to an increase in S caused by the hole-

doping are counteracted by a decrease in J arising from the spread of the Wannier orbitals. This 

picture may explain the two types of lineshape in the Kβ difference spectra (cf. Figure 1(a)) and 

the smaller increase in IAD in the K-doping as compared to the Cr-doping series. The intensity 

of the A peak (IA) in the HERFD-XANES spectra reflects the amount of 3d-4p mixing and 

implicitly the variations in the 3p – 3d exchange integral. Rescaling of the IAD values by a factor 

IA(x)/IA(x=0) along both series will thus reduce the influence of a variation of J and allow 

comparison of the modification arising from a change of S only. The rescaled IAD values are 

shown in Figure 3. The two types of hole-doping follow the same clear trend, in agreement with 

the theoretical scenario we discussed, which predicts that correlations increase as we approach a 

Hund-promoted Mott insulator at half-filling [1,5,18]. A more direct comparison can be drawn 



by computing the local magnetic moment within Density Functional Theory (DFT) combined 

with Slave-spin mean-field (see appendix for details on the method). The theoretical spin-spin 

local correlation function <SzSz>, which increases monotonically with the total local magnetic 

moment (e.g. at low U, S(S+1) = 3<SzSz>) is reported in the inset of Fig. 3 as a function of 

interaction strength U. It is clear that in the uncorrelated (U = 0) limit (as described by DFT) the 

change in local magnetic moment between the compounds is negligible. In contrast, at large U, 

where the system is a Mott insulator at half-filling, a different behaviour is found, with the 

moment increasing towards saturated values as half-filling is approached by hole-doping. 

Consequently, the saturation value at large U for KFe2As2 is larger than for BaFe2As2. This 

effect is due to the hole-doping, while the change in the lattice structure between the two 

compounds acts in the opposite direction. This is visible as a slightly smaller value of the 

magnetic moment for KFe2As2 at small to intermediate U, caused by a small increase in the DFT 

bare bandwidth of the latter, compared to BaFe2As2, which embodies the increased covalency. 

The doping effect is however dominant at larger U. The absence of this covalency effect due to 

the lack of structural changes in the Cr-doped samples thus favours the slightly larger increase of 

the moment compared to the K-doped case corroborating the trend we observe in the 

measurements. 

These results appear in sharp contrast with the conclusions of inelastic neutron scattering 

(INS) on the K-doped samples which extract an opposite trend from the low-energy magnetic 

response, the moment decreases with hole-doping and appears to vanish in KFe2As2 [39]. 

Although INS is fast with respect to standard magnetic probes, it is actually not as fast as XES-

XAS. Such a difference can therefore result in the underestimation of the instantaneous magnetic 

moment, as already demonstrated in the 122 family [40]. However, in the present case, the 

results of these two experimental probes are opposite, the origin of which needs to be 

understood. In INS the magnetic moment is obtained by integrating over frequency the 

dynamical magnetic response, and is therefore highly sensitive on the actual cutoff energy. To 

capture the important contributions at a frequency larger than 100 meV, a fast probe such as XES 

is necessary [41]. Thus we could reconcile the present results with INS assuming that in 

KFe2As2, where the low-energy (below 100 meV) signal almost vanishes [39], there is instead an 

important weight at larger frequencies beyond the cutoff used in [39], while in BaFe2As2 a larger 

fraction of the moment lives at low frequency. This substantial difference between the two 



compounds can be a consequence of the different degree of correlation and low-temperature 

magnetic properties of the two systems. The lack of a magnetic ordering in KFe2As2 can enhance 

the dynamical nature of the magnetic moment with respect to compounds which, at lower 

temperatures, develop a static magnetic moment. 

The XES-XAS study presented in this Letter clearly shows an increase of the Fe 

instantaneous local moment upon hole-doping in BaFe2As2, providing experimental evidence of 

the Hund-Mott physics model [1,5,10] which is an important input for the community studying 

Fe-based superconductors. By combining results from x-ray emission with x-ray absorption 

spectroscopy, we have been able to disentangle the different influence of structural and 

correlation effects on the local spin moment in K- and Cr-doped BaFe2As2 clearly confirming 

that the doping-induced correlation effects are the driving force behind the development of the 

local moments. 
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 Note added.— An increase in the Fe local moment with hole-doping has recently also 

been observed by Pelliciari and collaborators in Ba1-xKxFe2As2 (x = 0, 0.25, 0.4, 0.6) [42]. 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX 

In this section we provide additional information about the experimental details, results 

of Fe Kβ valence-to-core (VTC) XES measurements, simulations of the HERFD-XANES spectra 

across the Fe K edge and details about slave-spin mean-field calculations of the local moment.  

 

1. Additional experimental details 

A schematic of the measurement configuration is provided in Figure 4. The incoming 

radiation from the undulators fundamental was monochromatized by a pair of cryogenically 

cooled Si(111) crystals. A reference Fe metallic foil was used to calibrate the monochromator 

energy by setting the first inflection point of the Fe K edge at 7112 eV. The x-ray beam is 

naturally linearly polarized in the plane. The surface of the plate-like single crystal samples was 

aligned to 45º with respect to the incident beam direction. This configuration provides results 

close to measurements on a polycrystal sample case as the electric field vector (E) of the x-rays 

and the sample [001] direction are at 45º which means that the ab plane and [001] direction are 

probed equally. The penetration depth at the Fe K edge is of the order of a few μm and thus all 

our data are representative of the bulk and unaffected by the sample surface quality.  

The emission spectrometer employed five spherically bent Ge(620) analyzer crystals that were 

arranged with the sample and avalanche photodiode (APD) detector in a vertical Rowland 

geometry (R = 1 m). The horizontal scattering angle was set to 90° with respect to the central 

analyzer crystal to minimize the background due to scattering. The total experimental 

broadening, determined as full width at half maximum of the elastic profiles, was 1.3 eV.  

Both Fe Kβ CTC XES and HERFD-XANES spectra were normalized in area using the ranges 

7025-7080 eV and 7105-7190 eV respectively. A minimum of two Fe Kβ CTC XES spectra were 

measured per sample and the corresponding zero signal in each case (i.e. the difference spectra 

between two equivalent measurements) was checked to assess the experimental error.  

 

2. Fe Kβ VTC XES spectra 

To complete the Kβ XES study, we measured the VTC emission lines, also referred to as 

Kβ satellite lines. While the CTC Kβ lines are sensitive to the local spin magnetic moment, VTC  

emission lines mainly probe the occupied metal p-density of states (DOS) up to 25 eV below the 

Fermi energy which is strongly mixed with ligand s and p orbitals  [43]. These emission lines 



correspond to transitions from valence orbitals with metal p character and the spectrum can be 

divided into the Kβ2,5 (main peak) and Kβ’’ (feature at lower emission energies) regions. Figures 

5(a) and 5(b) show the VTC Kβ spectra separately for the Ba1-xKxFe2As2 and Ba(Fe1-xCrx)2As2 

series after background removal. The VTC spectra were further treated by performing a 

background subtraction in order to remove the contribution from the CTC main line tail. For that, 

the background was modelled using several Voigt functions that were fitted to the data points 

above (7120-7130 eV) and below (7060-7085 eV) the VTC features following the procedure 

described in  [43].  

Upon K-doping the intensity of the features decreases until x = 0.6, from where a recovery in the 

intensity is observed coupled with a shift towards higher energies. The intensity decreases as 

well upon Cr-doping but no major shift is observed. The full VTC spectra were fitted using four 

Lorentzian functions to analyze the Kβ2,5 and Kβ’’ peaks. The evolution of the Kβ2,5 peak center 

position in energy is shown in Figure 5(c) as a function of doped holes/Fe. A similar trend is 

observed for the Kβ’’ peak center (not plotted). We have included in the same figure the 

evolution of the in-plane lattice parameter a taken from diffraction data reported in refs.  [12] 

and  [14] for Ba1-xKxFe2As2 and Ba(Fe1-xCrx)2As2 respectively. While little variation is observed 

with Cr-doping, the lattice parameter shrinks upon K-doping with a consequent shortening of the 

Fe-As and Fe-Fe distances. We observe a shift to higher energies of the Kβ2,5 line with increasing 

K-content (about 0.5 eV shift between x = 0 and x = 1). This means that shorter bond lengths 

increase the Fe-ligand orbital mixing and push the occupied p-DOS to higher energies. 

Conversely, Fe2+ substitution by Cr2+ directly in-plane barely affects the lattice constant 

compared with K-doping. Accordingly, the Kβ2,5 line does not shift notably with Cr-doping. 

 
3. Simulations of the HERFD-XANES spectra across the Fe K edge 

With the aim of gaining more insight into the origin of the different spectral features and 

their evolution with doping we performed simulations in the framework of the multiple 

scattering (MS) theory using the FDMNES code [44]. That is, density functional theory 

calculations in the local density approximation (DFT-LDA) and one-electron transitions. The 

tetragonal crystal structures (space group I4/mmm) of BaFe2As2  [45] and KFe2As2  [12] were 

used as input in the simulations, carried out in real space with a muffin-tin approximation for the 

potential. For the exchange–correlation part, the real Hedin, Lundqvist and Von Barth potential 



was used. The spectra were convoluted using an appropiate Lorentzian function. To compare 

with the experiment, the computed energy values in the calculations were aligned with the 

experimental energy scale with the same rigid shift so that the first peak coincides for the 

KFe2As2 compound. The cluster size around the central absorber Fe atom that is considered in 

the calculations is progressively increased in order to monitor the effect of each neighbouring 

atom shell on the spectral features.  

Figure 6(a) shows the calculated spectra for BaFe2As2 and KFe2As2 obtained for a cluster radius 

of 6.6 Å (about 50 atoms) which corresponds to the size beyond which only minor spectral 

changes are observed. A third calculation is included in which the atomic positions given by the 

BaFe2As2 structure were used but with 50% of the Fe atoms randomly replaced by Cr in order to 

mimic the x = 0.47 Cr-doping effect. The calculations nicely reproduce the experimental spectral 

line shape. The A peak appears in the calculations when the four As nearest neighbours 

conforming the FeAs4 tetrahedra (at 2.40 Å and 2.38 Å for the BaFe2As2 and KFe2As2 structures 

respectively) are included in the cluster, corroborating that it arises from the mixing between the 

Fe 3d and As 4p orbitals. Substitution of Fe by Cr slightly reduces this 3d-4p orbital mixing as 

illustrated in the simulation for Fe/Cr in 1:1 proportion, where a weaker A peak is observed in 

accordance with the experimental data. Moreover, the A peak was found to be of predominantly 

dipolar character since when adding quadrupolar transitions in the calculations only a tiny 

intensity increase (lower than 5 %) was obtained. For KFe2As2, the B feature appears when the 

first four K neighbours at 3.94 Å are included. Similarly, for BaFe2As2 the C feature is seen once 

the first four Ba neighbours at 3.81 Å are considered. The D - F spectral features at higher 

incident energy result from contributions of neighbouring atoms beyond the first coordination 

shells and markedly differ between BaFe2As2 and KFe2As2.  

Finally, in order to check the K-doping effect in the simulations, Ba(K) atoms were randomly 

replaced by K(Ba) in the cluster for 50 and 100% substitution rates while maintaining the crystal 

structure of BaFe2As2(KFe2As2). As shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c), we find that these 

calculations reproduce the main changes in the experimental spectra upon K-doping. This result 

indicates that, in addition to the structural changes, the presence of a particular electronic 

configuration in the tetragonal structure is also responsible for the enhanced Fe 3d-As 4p orbital 

mixing. 

 



4. Slave-spin mean-field theoretical calculations 

Material-specific many-body calculations of the local moment as a function of the 

electron-interaction strength reported in the inset of Fig. 3 are performed using Density 

Functional Theory with the Generalized Gradient Approximation for the exchange-correlation 

potential according to the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof recipe as implemented in Quantum 

Espresso [46]. The Wannier90 code [47] is used to find the basis of maximally localized 

Wannier orbitals (10 orbitals, 5 orbitals/Fe) describing the conduction bands. The tight-binding 

Hamiltonian for the conduction electrons in this basis is supplemented by an explicit local 

interaction term à la Hubbard reading:  

 ∑ , 2 ∑ , , 3 ∑ , ,  (A1) 

 

where  is the number operator for electrons in orbital m of site i with spin , and  is the 

opposite of . This multi-orbital Hubbard model is solved within slave-spin mean-field 

theory [48,49] (see supplemental material of Ref. [1] for further details). 

The quantity reported in Fig. 3, , is the equal-time correlation function between the z-

component of the total spin on the Wannier orbitals. This is easily related the total spin “on site” 

in the uncorrelated limit, since  

 

= =3  (A2) 

because of rotational invariance. 

 

The interaction term in the density-density approximation used here breaks this rotational 

invariance so that the previous equality does not hold at finite U. There, it is easy to understand 

that a larger component of the correlation function is found in the z direction, thanks to the fact 

that the interaction couples the spins in this direction. Nevertheless the correlation function 

remains a monotonous function of S, and a saturated value of the correlation function represents 

a saturated value of the total local spin to its maximum value. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

Figure 1. (a) Normalized Fe Kβ CTC XES spectra of BaFe2As2, KFe2As2, Ba(Fe0.53Cr0.47)2As2 

and FeCrAs at room temperature together with the difference spectra between BaFe2As2 and the 

KFe2As2 (blue) and Ba(Fe0.53Cr0.47)2As2 (green) compounds respectively. Inset: simplified one-

electron scheme for the Kβ CTC XES process where filled and empty circles represent electrons 

and holes. (b) IAD values derived from the Fe Kβ CTC XES spectra of the Ba1-xKxFe2As2 and 

Ba(Fe1-xCrx)2As2 series normalized to the spectral area, shown as a function of doped holes/Fe 

(xK/2 and 2xCr for K- and Cr-doping series respectively). Circles and triangles differentiate the 

K-doped samples from sets 1 and 2 respectively. The error bars are as estimated from 

comparison of equivalent measurements taken in the same conditions either during a different 

experimental session or in a sample from a different batch. 

 

Figure 2. Normalized HERFD-XANES spectra at the Fe K edge of Ba1-xKxFe2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) 

and Ba(Fe1-xCrx)2As2 (0.026 ≤ x ≤ 0.47) series at room temperature. Inset: Evolution of A peak 

intensity (symbols; left axis) as a function of doped holes/Fe (xK/2 and 2xCr for K- and Cr-doping 

series respectively). Circles and triangles differentiate the K-doped samples from sets 1 and 2 



respectively. On the right axis the data of the tetragonal lattice parameter a from refs.  [12] and 

 [14] is plotted for a direct comparison. 

 

Figure 3. Rescaled IAD values taking into account the changes in the A peak intensity derived 

from the HERFD-XANES data. Inset: DFT+Slave-spin mean-field calculations of the local 

magnetic moment for BaFe2As2 (Fe in d6 configuration) and KFe2As2 (Fe in d5.5 configuration) 

as a function of the interaction strength U, for Hund’s coupling J/U=0.25 [1]. A strong increase 

of the local moment with hole-doping is only observed in the region (U>2.5eV) influenced by 

the Mott insulating phase realized for a half-filled configuration d5. For further details see the 

appendix section. 

 

Figure 4. Schematic (top view) of the measurement configuration as described in the 

experimental details section. 

 

Figure 5. Normalized Fe Kβ VTC XES spectra of (a) Ba1-xKxFe2As2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) and (b) Ba(Fe1-

xCrx)2As2 (0.026 ≤ x ≤ 0.47) series after background removal. (c) Evolution of Kβ2,5 peak center 

position in energy (symbols; left axis) as a function of doped holes/Fe. Circles and triangles 

differentiate the K-doped samples from sets 1 and 2 respectively. On the right axis the data of the 

tetragonal lattice parameter a from refs.  [12] and  [14] is plotted for a direct comparison and 

they are shown with lines plus symbols. 

 

Figure 6. (a) Calculated XANES spectra for a cluster size of 6.6 Å around Fe (about 50 atoms) using the 

tetragonal crystal structures of BaFe2As2 and KFe2As2. To simulate the effects of Cr-doping Fe atoms 

were randomly replaced by Cr for 50 % substitution rate while keeping the atomic positions of the 

BaFe2As2 structure. (b) and (c) panels show the effect of replacing Ba and K atoms in the clusters while 

maintaining the atomic positions of the BaFe2As2 and KFe2As2 crystal structures respectively for 50 and 

100 % substitution rates. 
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